The main power switch below meter should always be
ON. LEAVE THIS ON WHEN YOU LEAVE. Meter is
located next to C-Can storage trailer. Record the meter
reading on the rental form when you arrive and when
you leave.
Example of Meter reading: 01 066251 kWh
KITCHEN On the breaker panel on the west wall of the
dining room, turn on the Main breaker and ensure the
following breakers (marked by red) are OFF. -Wash house 14,
16, 18, 20-Compressor for walk-in cooler 40, 42.
Turn Off this main breaker on west wall of kitchen when you
leave. (breaker e.A on key map)

Is propane tank valve turned on? (tank outside)
There are 4 gas valves behind the stoves that
need to be turned on before lighting the pilots.
Need to climb on top of stoves and reach
behind.
After propane is turned on, make sure all the burner
pilots are lit by temporarily starting each burner
manually, then checking if it will re-start. Use
propane torch supplied to light pilots.
Light all pilot lights on stove burners being used: propane will leak out if pilots
are not going.
-Four pilots on left burners.
-Two pilots on main stove burners on right.
-Three pilots under griddle.
-One pilot in each oven. Start pilots only if oven used (they do not leak).
Convection oven must not be used by rental groups without special permission.
Turn off gas valves behind the stoves when you leave!
Please clean floors in Kitchen/Dining (by sweeping only; Liquid will freeze; take
off winter boots to minimize tracking snow and dirt over floors.)
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The utility room, behind the water

tap in the freezer room,

is

locked and NOT TO BE USED by renters in the winter. It remains heated during the
winter: by electricity, that is why the breaker by the electric meter must never be
turned off.
The Walk-in cooler should not be turned on, because it is cold enough already for a
weekend stay.
The washhouse and utility room must not be used, that is why key 3 is not
supplied.
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Camp Teepee Pole - Keys: keys 1,2 only will be supplied to renters, and returned
with payment after camp. Key 4 is kept in kitchen cupboard in plastic container
near the entrance door.
Trailer Parking
1 small key –gate, propane, C can
2 Kitchen entrance, cabins, trailers, A frame
3 (marked water) Utility room and bathroom in kitchen, washhouse.
4 Double doors in dining room (key and allen wrench kept in
cupboard in kitchen)
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Please make sure all buildings used are cleaned, shutters closed, and all doors and locks are locked
when you leave. TURN OFF all propane valves in the kitchen and tank outside.
Please set everything back as it was when you arrived (reverse the opening procedures supplied).
NOTE: Walk-in cooler usually stays cool enough for a weekend and does not need to be turned on for
only two night stay (will save some electric cost). There is a fridge in the dining room that can also be
used (please unplug and leave door ajar after).
ELECTRIC METER main breaker must never be left off when leaving. If using Cooks Trailers, turn on
electric breaker e.C; turn off when leaving. Check if breaker e.B is off and turn it on; need it for C can
lights and A frames (King of the Jungle). Breaker e.A on kitchen west wall must be turned on when
arriving, and turned off when leaving.
KEEP GATE closed (but not locked for emergency) with pin in, to prevent cows from getting in to camp
property.
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